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A Friends to Lovers Rock Star Romance!Ranked #1 - USA, Canada, & Australia!Bandmates and

best friends since they were teens, Jeremy Kagan and Alan Delgado share everything - including

men. But their brotherly bond was shattered during one incident of mistaken identity in a darkened

bedroom when a line was crossed. With boundaries broken and the line of friendship blurred, they

struggle to move forward.For Jeremy, that night was a dream come true. He had been in love with

Alan for a decade but had been too afraid to bare his heart and reveal his true feelings. Now that the

opportunity has presented itself, he&apos;s ready to seize the moment. This is his one chance to be

with the only man he has ever loved.Alan, on the other hand, isn&apos;t dealing with the incident so

well. A lot of monumental achievements have occurred in his life, but none were as life altering as a

single erotic encounter with his best friend. The usual fun-loving camaraderie he and Jeremy had

always shared is now awkward and uncomfortable.Unable to shed the memory of their rendezvous,

Alan begins to look at Jeremy in a new light. Transitioning from bromance to romance isn&apos;t as

easy as expected, especially since Alan isn&apos;t ready to share their newfound bond with anyone

else. Stress from keeping their relationship a secret turns explosive as these two battle their passion

in private. Now they need to figure out if it&apos;s worth risking everything, including their

friendship, in order to pursue a future together as a couple.
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A true friends to band mates to lovers story from the Queen of M/M romance. Alan and Jeremy have

always been there for each other from their early teens when they came out, to becoming the pulse

of the group Bulletproof. While bringing groupies to the bus or back to their hotel rooms for group

sex was the norm, interaction with each other was a line that they never crossed, until it happened,

in the dark. Following Alan and Jeremy's path to love isn't easy as doubts and fear of jeopardizing a

life long friendship may be at stake. Jenna takes us through the history of the friendship not only

between Alan and Jeremy, but Brandon and Derek too showing the depth of her writing, with Cam

and Brandy included, this is another story that leaves you smiling.

I have been a fan of Jenna GalickiÃ¢Â€Â™s for a long time. I think I have almost read everything

she has written.So I have been looking forward to this book since reading Cam and Brandon. :)I

have to say this story was so touching and scorching, fans self it will knock you off your socks.If you

have read the other books in this series, heck even if you havenÃ¢Â€Â™t Alan and Jeremy tell their

story of falling how in love with your best-friend isn't always easy but it might just be worth all the

pain to get to the other side.ItÃ¢Â€Â™s not easy, and things change but can they grow and change

with their new feelings?ThatÃ¢Â€Â™s really the question, and I love each of these men but in just

different ways. And how they both handled there feelings.I loved how Jeremy knew he wanted Alan

long before Alan knew, I loved how Alan has to grow to see Jeremy as more than a friend, a

brother, a band-mate.You will be sucked in, going on a journey that is bumpy but well worth the ride.

And bonus we get Cam and Brandon sighting! Yay!I can't get the one night it all changed out of my

mind, that was kinda sorta genius! And there is another scene way later where someone pops a tent

in the bed sheets ... haha I loved that, goes to show you what loving someone can do, no matter

what the circumstance is. Lust/Love can and will get you through anything.*You don't have to like

my review but its 100% my opinion, and I am allowed to have it.*

Everything I would want out of a M/M novel and more!!! The only reason I can't the story a full 5

stars is because parts of the story did get overly descriptive and repetitive. Other than that it was a

really fresh take on a rock star romance. I like that the story was mainly about Alan and Jeremy but



the other characters (Brandon, Derek, Cam, & Felix) of the series played a healthy part without

overshadowing their journey. I also REALLY enjoyed that this entire series is about a gay rock band.

I can't wait to read Brandon & Cam's novel (already read their novella) and Derek's story once it is

released.Provided as an ARC for an honest and voluntary review.

I haven't read the first two books in this series so I cannot speak to their quality or content. I can,

however, say that after reading Bassist with Benefits, I went to  and bought both books.The premise

is not a new one, best friend to love/lover, but the underlying storyline is new to me.I enjoyed the

brutal honesty of the dynamics of the life of a heavy metal band. They work hard and play harder.

Random, frequent hookups, drugs everywhere you look and the excitement that surrounds their

lives and performances are sometimes hard to read but interesting in their indulgences and their

indifferent attitude after the fact.The author gives us an intriguing story that leads these two best

friends on a path that could make a lifelong partnership or destroy their friendship forever.Where I

expected, based on their hedonistic behavior, the characters to be immature and superficial, they

are deeply committed to the band, their responsibilities, and their friendship.The journey is fraught

with bumps and side trips, but achieving their destination brings great satisfaction.There is humor,

anger, jealousy, love, lots of sex and a well earned HEA.

Wow. I have always enjoyed Ms. Galicki's books and this one was is just as awesome as all the

others. The tension between Alan and Jeremy is so alive you can feel it thru the pages. Do they

keep their secret? And what will happen if they tell their band mates? Will all hell break lose or will

the two lovers find acceptance all around them? It took me 2 days to read and that is only because i

had to go to work. I kinda wish they were open to a threesome with a woman as i would be 1st in

line. You will not be disappointed when you buy this book.

Thank you Jenna! You have done it again! I love this friends to lovers story. Jeremy & Alan are

great. They're best friend but there is much more going on between these two, then they are willing

to admit...well Jeremy has admitted it but when will Alan? Hot & Sexy is all I can say. The banter

between this band is amazing. They are fun and extremely hot guys and this was such a great read!

I can't wait for Derek's story.

This is a wonderful addition to the Bulletproof series! I love the way Alan and Jeremy took their time

in announcing the love they felt for each other. Alan was a little reluctant but he followed his heart



and everything worked out for the best. Now if we can hear about the success of the restaurants I'll

be happy, lol

This book was definitely worth waiting for! Jeremy and Alan caught my interest in the last book and

their love story was epic - especially from Jeremy's point of view. Friends to lovers is a wonderful

premise for a book, but Ms. Galecki takes things to the next level. I highly recommend this book.
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